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IN THE

SUPREME COURT
OF THE

STATE OF UTAH

CARLOS JOHNSON,
Respondent,
Case No. 7988

vs.

S.M. COVEY,
Appellant.

BRIEF OF APPELLANT

STATEMENT OF FACTS
The appellant was the defendant in the District
Court in an action brought by Carlos Johnson alleging
ownership of 1,586 feet of steel oil well drilling pipe
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used in the drilling of a well in Pintah County and
claiming that the appellant had removed from the well
site approximately 1329.48 feet of the said pipe and sold
it for $1.50 per foot, and that defendant had r.efused to
account to plaintiff for the said pipe, whereby plaintiff
was entitled to the judgment in the sum of $1,788.42.
(Amended complaint-R. 3 and 4.)
The answer denied that respondent was the owner of
the pipe, alleged that if respondent was entitled to
anything, he would have to share expenses of appellant
in caring for the pipe in proportion to his recovery,
and pleaded that plaintiff was estopped from asserting
his claim of ownership by failure to assert the said
claim after learning that appellant was caring for the
said pipe and was proceeding to dispose of it. (R. 5 and
6.)
The case was tried without a jury upon sworn testimony with a number of documentary exhibits.
Exhibit "A" was a cashier's check in the sum of
$2,500.00 payable to Cobb & Stringer Drilling Company
and endorsed by the payee, then cashed on or about
April 23, 1949 after clearing through the Denver Clearinghouse on April 21, 1949. Check was dated April 14,
1949. (R. 18 and 19.)
The respondent called Theron S. Covey as a "·itnP~~.
who testified that he was the son of S. ~1. Covey and
that S. M. Covey was interested in drilling a well on
what was known as the Benjamin Slaugh lease near
Vernal, Utah, that he knew the pipe which the Covey:-;
owned and which was used in <•onnection \\'ith thP drill-
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ing of that well, and that he wa8 present when the pipe
"·as taken out of the rig and stacked on the Slaugh
property in a pile over which he assumed control. Some
of the pipe went "·ith the rig. (R. :21) Theron Covey
supervised removal of the pipe frorn the rig and piling
it on the Benjamin Slaugh property and placed Mr.
Slaugh in rharge of that pipe. This was done at the
time a :Jlr. Chrisley removed the rig and took the pipe
from it. (R. 23.) He paid ~lr. Chrisley $400.00 for the
work connected with the pipe. (R. :24.) The pipe was
sold in about X ovember 1951 to Ajax Oil Company. (R.
23.) He sold 5,283 feet of pipe at $1.50 a foot and received approximately $7,900.00 for it. (R. 27.) The
pipe not put in· the pile with the Covey pipe went with
the rig when the rig was taken by Mr. Chrisley, but
he 'Yas not authorized by Thf r. Covey to take it. The particular pipe could not be identified, and he just made a
stack of pipe for the amount of pipe owned by the
Coveys and paid no attention to the remainder. (R. 27.)
Joseph Karren testified that he was employed as a
roughneck by the Baird-Robbins Company to assist in
the drilling of that well, that he started in N ovmnber,
1948. The well was finally abandoned in July, 1949. (R.
28.) Approximately 5,000 feet of drill pipe was brought
in by truck from Oklahoma City which pipe had no
distinguishing marks on it, and there was no aditional
pipe brought in until after the ·first twist-off. (R. 30.)
About 30 feet of pipe was lost on the first twist-off,
and not much was lost on the second twist-off because
they drilled to 4900 feet, then backed up to 4700 feet to
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start a whip stock. (R. 31.) Some pipe was borrowed
from the Kerr-McGee Drilling Company and this pipe
was all returned to that company. (R. 32.) Then some
pipe was obtained from Cobb and Stringer Drilling
Company at Rangely, Colorado. The amount of this
was 1,586 feet, and after obtaining this pipe, there were
no more twist-offs (R. 33.) The 1,586 feet of pipe was
no different in appearance from the pipe obtained from
Oklahoma City and could not be distinguished from it.
(R. 34.) When the well was completed or abandoned,
there were four or five or seven or eight lengths of pipe
unused, each 30 feet long. ( R. 35.)
Mr. Karren testified that he was present at a meeting in Lynn Richards' office on October 11, 1949 at
which Theron Covey and S. M. Covey and Carlos
Johnson were present and that the document which
was marked Exhibit "B" appeared to be the minutes
of that meeting. (R.37.) At that time Carlos Johnson
made a claim for 1600 feet of drill pipe, and the Coveys
made a clain1 for 5000 feet. (R. 39.) In drilling a wel1,
the pipe is periodically pulled out of the hole, takeu
apart in ninety foot lengths, stacked in the derrieli:,
and then put back in the ground, and the part that comes
out of the hole last goes down first, and the pipe i~ kept
in order. (R. 42.) A few pieces were worn and not usable
and were taken out by the driller and put to one side. (R.
44.) This would be three or four pieces. ( R. 44.) After
the pipe was borrowed from Kerr-McGee Drilling ('ompany there were two

twi~t-offs,

one right aroun 4900
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and one arond 5200 or 5300 feet. The J(err-McGee pipe
was marked, and it was all returned. (R. 46.)
Carlos Johnson testified in his own behalf. (R. 48.)

"Q. And what did you use that Cashier's check
for, ~Ir. Johnson'?
A. To buy drill pipe.
~IR. BIRD: I move that answer be stricken
as calling for a conclusion of the witness, being
self-serving.
THE COURT: Motion denied.
Q. (By Mr. King) And who did you buy the drill
pipe from, Mr. Johnson~
A. Cobb and Stringer.
Q. Now, was this Cashier's check made payable
directly to Cobb and Stringer~
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Mr. Johnson, did you at that time own an
interest in the Benjamin Slaugh lease near
Vernal, Utah which was being drilled by
Baird and Robbins Drilling Company'
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How much of an interest did ·you own 1n
that operation'
MR. BIRD: I object to that as not ·the best
evidence.
Q. (By Mr. King) Now, Mr. Johnson, before
you purchased this pipe from Cobb and
Stringer, did you have conversations with
someone representing Baird and Robbins
Drilling Company'
A. Yes, sir.
Q. With whom did you discuss the matter'·
A. Baird.
Q. What is his first name 1
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A.
Q.

:Merton Baird.
And did you make arrangements, were arrangements made as a result of these conversations for the use of this drill pipe that
you purchased from Cobb and Stringer1
MR. BIRD: I object to that as incompetent,
irrelevant, and immaterial, self-serving, involving
hearsay.
THE COURT: Overruled.
MR. BIRD: And if in writing, not the best
evidence.
THE COURT: Overruled. You may answer.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. (By Mr. King) And was the arrangement~
that you made with him partly oral or was
it in writing, or what was the situation?
A. 'Vell, a part of it was gentlemen's agreement.
Q. And by that let me ask you whether it was
in writing or just an oral agreement between
you and Mr. Baird 1
A. He gave me a note for the pipe.
Q. In addition to the note was there an oral
agreement also~
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I show you, :Mr. Johnson, what has been
marked as Exhibit ·, 'C, '' and I will ask you
if this is a note that was given to you for
this $2500. ~
(The document referred to was marked ''Plaintiff's Exhibit "C" for identification.)" (R. 4H50).

Exhibit '' C '' was a promissory note reading as
follows:
''For value received, the undersigned Baird
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and Robbins Drilling· Cmnpany, Inc., a 1Ttah Corporation, pron1ises to pay to Carlos Johnson, the
sum of $2800.00, twenty-eight hundered dollars,
on or before the 1st day of July, 1949, with interest at the rate of -0- percent per annum from date
hereof until said sum is paid, together with reasonable rosts of collection including a reasonable
attorney's fee if payment of this note be not made
at maturity. This money is to be used for the
purchase of 1586 feet of drill pipe and to be purchased in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. It is further
agreed by Baird and Bobbins Drilling Company,
Inc., that the said 1586 feet of drill pipe will remain on the Bejamin Slaugh lease and with the
drilling unit, located in Vernal, Utah until the
total amount of loan is paid in full.
In witness whereof, the said Baird and Robbins Drilling Company, Inc., has caused this instrument to be duly executed by its proper officer
thereunto duly authorized this 1st day of June,
1949.
BAIRD

A~D

ROBBINS DRILLIXG CO., INC.
By M. E. BAIRD, President

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAICE
M. E. Baird and H. L. Robbins, being by me
duly sworn upon oath, did depose and say that
they are respectively the president and the secrtary-treasurer of said Baird and Robbins Drilling
Company, Inc., and that the foregoing instrument
was signed on behalf of said corporation by
authority of the articles of said corporation and
of a resolution of the board of directors, and did
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acknowledge to me that said corporation executed
the same.
Notary Public,
Residing at Salt Lake City, Utah
My commission expires :
The respondent has never sold or traded the pipe
to any one. ( R. 50.)
At the meeting on October 11, 1949 in Lynn Richard's office Johnson told those present that
''I own 1600 feet down there, and Theron said mine
was all lost down the hole.''
and Coveys "put in a bid" for 5000 feet. (R. 52.) In
the spring of 1950 the respondent called Theron Covey
and asked about his drill pipe and said that
"\Vhatever the expenses are, I want to pay my
share.''
And Theron Covey answered,
"\Yell, we will work something out." (R. 53.)
I-Ie called at a later date and was referred to 1\lr. Richards. Theron Covey did not deny that l\1 r. Johnson
owned some pipe. Shortly after this conversation, lw
got in touch with Mr. Richards and talked to him maybe
half a dozen times in person, and mayhP that many
times on the phone concerning the drill pipe. ( R 54.)
These contacts took place all during the year 1951, and
he was never advised that the pipe was being sold.
(R. 55.)
On cross examination Carlos Johnson tPst ified a~
follows:
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· · Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
~\.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

You obtained a check in the Magna Bank on
April14, 1949, did you not?
Yes, sir.
For $2500. That is Exhibit" A'"
Yes, sir.
Yon had previously talked to Mr. Baird of
the Baird and Robbins Drilling Company
about purchasing some pipe, hadn't you'
Not until that date.
~ ot at that date'
X ot until that date.
You mean that very day?
That very day.
It was before you went to the bank, wasn't
it?
Well, about half an hour before.
Where did you get the name Cobb and
Stringer?
He gave it to me.
Did you ever get In touch with Cobb and
Stringer?
No, sir.
Did you ever go to Rangely to pick out any
pipe?
No, sir.
Did you receive any bill of sale from Cobb
and Stringer'
Just my cancelled check is all.
Would you regard that as your bill of sale'
It makes a good receipt.
You have your cancelled check and nothing
else from Cobb and Stringer'
That is all.
Did you have any letters from them?
No, sir.
Did you have any document from Baird and
Robbins Drilling Company against your own-
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ing the pipe, and they are holding it for
you?
A. I have a note, yes.
Q. That is the note in evidence 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You didn't go to Rangely with ~lr. Karren
when the pipe was obtained, did you 1
A. No, sir.
Q. You don't know who went over'?
A. No, sir.
Q. Or what representations were made to Cobb
and Stringer 1
A. No, sir.
MR. KING: Object to it as immaterial.
THE COURT : Overruled.
Q. (By ~fr. Bird) So far as you know your
name was never mentioned in connection
with this purchase from Cobb and Stringer?
THE COURT : In other words he wasn't
there.
(Arguments of counsel.)
~1R. BIRD: What was the last question 1
(The last question was read by the reporter.)
A. I don't know whether it was or not.
Q. (By Mr. Bird) Have you ever seen any
documents from Cobb and Stringer relating
to this pipe 1
A. No, sir.
Q. Never seen a bill of lading 1
A. No, sir.
Q. You don't know who transported the pipe Y
A. Well, I thought Joseph Karren did, but I was
evidently wrong.''
(R. 55-57.)
~Jr.

Karren was recalled to testify that m July,
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1949 5,882 feet of pipe were removed frmn the well and
stacked in the rigging, that being the depth of the well.
(R. 65-66.)
The plaintiff rested, subject to production of certain
documents, (R. 66.), and the appellant moved to dismiss
the complaint,
••On the grounds that plaintiff hasn't shown
himself to be the owner of any pipe." (R. 70.)
and after argument of counsel, the court permitted the
plaintiff to reopen, whereupon Carlos Johnson was
recalled. (71.) Johnson testified that at the time
Cashier's check was obtained, Mr. Baird came out tv
see hiln, and then testified :
"THE WITNESS: Mr. Baird came out to
my place, the job at Garfield, and told me they
had to have some drill pipe. He said Steve Covey
had agreed to buy the drill pipe and kicked backwards on the deal, and he said, 'In order to finish
it, we have to have drill pipe.' And I says, 'l am
in as deep as I can go, I can't afford to buy it.'
And he says, 'You buy the drill pipe. I will see
you get it back.' I says, 'If you will agree I get
the money back~ I will buy it for you.' So we went
. over to the First Security Bank in Magna, Utah,
and I gave him a Cashier's check, and I insisted
on making it out tothe people he was going to get
the pipe from.
Q. Did Mr. Baird tell you at that time from
whom the pipe was available?
A. He just told me from whom he was going to
buy it.
Q. Was there ever any time after that, Mr.
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A.
Q.
A.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Q.

A.
Q.
A.

Johnson, that you relinquished your interest in the pipe?
No, sir.
Did you discuss this matter at any other
time with Mr. Baird~
No, sir. Only I asked for my note in regard
to the pipe.
And where was that note prepared 1
That was in his office, and I think it is either
115 or :215 South Main, upstairs. I forget
the exact address.
Who prepared the note f
Dick Ruckenbrod.
Who did he represent?
He represented Baird and Robbins.
Let me ask you, Mr. Johnson, if you had a
conversation with ~f r. Baird at the time that
note was prepared 1
Yes, I asked hirn about my protection o nthe
pipe, and he said 'Yes fix Carl up with that
note before Coveys get their hands on that
pipe.'
MR. KING: I think that is all." (R. 72-73.)

On cross examination Mr. Johnson testified that he
asked for the note down at the well one time after the
pipe had been purchased, and on the day the check was
given Mr. Baird had said,
•' He would give protection on the pipe.''
(R. 75.)
At that time

~lr.

Baird,

"said he would either buy the pipe ofLof me
or see that I got the pipe back.''
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and tried to get Johnson to take an additional certificate
of interest in the well, but Johnson didn't sign one.
(R. i5.) The certificate, produced by respondent at the
trial, was executed by the officers of the company and
constitutes Exhibit "D" with which is included copy
of a letter 1bted April 14, 1949 to Cobb and Stringer
Drilling Company as follows:
April 14, 1949
Cobb and Stringer Drilling Co.
Oriental Refining Company
Denver, Colo.
Attention l\lr. Stringer
Dear Sir:
Regarding our telephone conversation of the 14th
of April we have complied with the following terms as
agreed.
We shall surrender to your agent at Rangely, Colo.
a certified check in the amount of $2500.00 which shall
be considered a deposit to be held during our rental
period of the string of four and one-half inch drill pipe,
to be used on our rig at the Slaugh number one well in
the vicinity of vernal, r tah.
We further agree to pay to your company the
amount of one and one-half cents per foot per day for
the rental of this pipe the rental money to be considered
part of the purchase price and credited to our account
in the event of purchase or lease loss.
The $2500.00 certified check shall be surrendered to
your agent at Rangely and held by you in trust until
such time as we have either committed ourselves to
the purchase or have lost the pipe in drilling operation.
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Thanking you, for your help in this matter and please
feel assured of our appreciation for your consideration
of our position at this time, I remain.
Very truly yours,
l\I. E. BAIRD"
Johnson testified that about three weeks after he received the agreement, he took the note instead of the
agreement. The note is date June 1, 1949, and it was
taken right close to that date. (R. 76-77.) Although the
note, (Exhibit "C ") is for $2800.00, it was provided
for repayment of the $2500.00 check which is Exhibit
' 'A'' ( R. 77.) At the time he received Exhibit '' C ' '
from Mr. Baird, he knew that the pipe was already
at the well site and knew it had come from Cobb
and Stringer because his check was made out to them.
(R. 78.) He didn't know where Cobb and Stringer were
located and didn't pay any attention to the reference in
the note to Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. (R. 78.) He
was satisfied when he got the note and thought it would
protect him.

''I just thought they would protect my pipe
is all." (R. 79.)
The plaintiff rested. The appellant called Richard
D. Ruckenbrod, attorney, who testified that he represented Baird and Robbins Drilling Company as their
attorney, was acquainted with Carlos Johnson, and
that the last services he performed for Baird and Rohbins was in April or May, 1949. He believed he prepared
Exhibit "D" after Mr. M. E. Baird and ~~ r. Carlos
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Johnson had requested itl:' preparation.

~Ir.

Baird

"stated that Carlos is going to advance us some
money. "\Y ~ are going to give him the right to
acquire some additional interest in the lease,
or alternatively, if he doesn't want an interest
in the lease to be repaid out of dry-whole money."
(R. 84-85.)

It "Tas mentioned in the conversation that the money
advanced by Johnson
''Would be used In the acquiring of drill
pipe." ( R. 86.)

It was stipulated that a Notice of Foreclosure on
the drilling rig, handled by Attorney Oscar Moyle, did
not list the drill pipe involved in this action, and it was
also stipulated that Exhibits "1" and "2," being photostatic copies of the records of Cobb and Stringer Drilling
Company of Rangely, Colorado could be received in evidence. (R. 94-95.) Exhibit "1" is a letter from CobbStringer, Denver, Colorado, to Richards and Bird, stating that they sold pipe to Baird and Robbins Company
and that the photostatic copy of their general ledger
showed the transaction. This copy is Exhibit "2" and
has a line showing on April 20, 1949 an item, BairdRobbins Drilling Company-$2500.00, whereupon Mr.
King stated,

''I don't believe Mr. Johnson is revealed as
the purchaser to these people." (R. 96.)
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Theron S. Covey testified in behalf of the appellant and introduced in evidence Exhibits "3" and '' 4"
showing the purchase of 5,000 feet of drill pipe by
S. M. Covey and others which was transported from
Oklahoma City to Vernal, Utah by common carrier a~
shown by Exhibit "4". This pipe yas delivered to the
Benjamin Slaugh lease near Yernal pursuant to an
agreement between the appellant and others and l\1. E.
Baird and H. L. Robbins, which agreement is Exhibit
"5". (R. 98.) This agreement provides that pipe shall
be furnished by the Coveys to the well site subject to
use by the drillers, Baird and Robbins, and that the
pipe shall be replaced, (R. 101 and 102.), the exaet
language of the contract being from paragraph "E"
on page 15, as follows:
''That in consideration of the care and the
custody and protection of said pipe by operator,
and the return of said pipe to Coveys and accounting to Coveys at all times for said pipe
* *." (R. 102.)
j(,

l\1r. Covey testified that he first learned that Mr.
Johnson claimed some pipe at the Slaugh well one yt>ar
after it was taken down and stored, which occurred in
.March, 1950. (R. 103-104.) C. l\1. Chrish'y took tlw
pipe down and received $400.00 for that on March 6,
1950. (R. 104.) Around 5300 feet was stored in a pile
for the Coveys for which they paid $10.00 a month storage from March, 1950 for 20 months. (R. 105.) In a
conversation in April or ~~ ay, 1~);)} he told ~1 r .. John-
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son they had taken down their pipe and stored it,
·'out there". (R. 109-110.) There was fifteen or sixteen
dollars expenses for advertising sale of the pipe, and
the total sale price received was $7,920.37 f.o.b. the
well site. (R. 111.) He devoted two days to having the
pipe taken out of the rig, stored, supervised, and sold,
and n1ade one trip to Vernal at the time of dismantling the rig, and said that his services were worth
$100.00 a day for those two days. (R. 112.) Not until
Carlos Johnson called him in 1951 did he know that
Carlos Johnson claimed to own some pipe out there.
(R. 113.) He did not sell :Mr. Chrisley any drill pipe
and did not give him any. (R. 115.) Mr. Slaugh was
hired to take care of the pipe the day it was taken out
of the rig and stacked on the Slaugh property. (R. 115.)
He never received any accounting from Baird and
Robbins for the drill pipe as required by the agreement which is Exhibit "5". (R. 116.) When he measured out the Covey pipe, there was other pipe with the
rig that went along with Chrisley and the rig. (R. 121.)
Chrisley took everything the Coveys didn't claim. ( R.
122.)

Chrisley took some 41j2 inch drill pipe, the same

size as the Covey pipe. (R. 123.)
''I would say anywhere from one thousand
to twelve or fifteen hundred feet.''
( R. 124.)

Some of the pipe Chrisley took was still

in the rig and some was on a truck, and some was on
a platform when he saw it last. That was when Chrisley
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was hauling it off. (R. 124.) After Johnson had notified Mr. Covey that he owned some of the drill pipe,
Mr. Covey just went ahead and sold it, and by that
time Johnson
"was In contact with Mr. Richards."
127.)

(R.

He thought the Coveys owned a mile of pipe and that
was the amount of pipe they took. He had previously
seen the bill of sale calling for 5,014 feet. Negotiations
for the sale of pipe were never discussed with :Mr.
Johnson, and he was not notified when the sale wa~
complete. ( R. 127.) He never discussed sale of the
pipe with Mr. Baird or Mr. Robbins. He recalled that
Robbins went to Idaho and Baird went to "\Yyoming.
(R. 127.)
Benjamin Slaugh was -~alled to testify for the plaintiff. ( R. 130.) A well was drilled on his property near
Vernal in 1949 under the direction of Baird and Robbins, and completed in July of that year when the
pipe was aken out of the hole and placed in the rig in
ninety-foot lengths. (R. 132.) He was present at that
time. (R.· 133.) He could see the operation from his
home. (R. 134.) He talked to ~~ r. Chrisl<'y prior to
dismantling of the derrick and the stacking of the
pipe, and was there when they took the pipe out of
the rig. (R. 135.) They put it in one pile, and he
thinks all the pipe was taken down. (R. 135-136.) Mr.
Slaugh testified that he was there when the derrick
wa:" taken do,Yn by Mr. Chrisley, and after he had
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hauled it away there were a few pieces of pipe that
had been used under the derrick, and a piece of casing
that wasn't put on the pile and there were three or
four of these pieces in all. These were later taken away
from the drill site, and he assumes Mr. Chrisley took
them. (R. 136.) After he was employed to watch the
pile of pipe made by :Mr. Covey, there was no pipe
removed from the pile. This pile was removed in
October, 1951. (R. 137.) Prior to the time the drilling
operations ceased, Carlos Johnson came to the drill
site and mentioned that he had bought some drill
pipe, but he doesn't know how much. (R. 138 and 139.)
On cross examination Mr. Slaugh testified that he
doesn't know how much pipe was taken out of the rigging by :Mr. Chrisley, nor how much was placed in the
pile which l\fr. Covey asked him to watch. He doesn't
know whether at the time Mr. Chrisley was there, there
were pieces of pipe in the rack or in other places near
the rig. He doesn't know the total length of pipe
brought onto the well site or how much pipe was delivered to the man who purchased the Covey pipe in
October, 1951. After the pipe was stacked on his property, he had no conversation with 1\fr. Johnson concerning it, and Mr. Johnson never wrote to him about
it. (R. 140.) Mr. Slaugh testified that no pipe was
taken out of the rig which was not placed in the Covey
stack and also testified that he was not there to watch
as he was jobbing around on his farm, and he doesn't
know whether Chrisley took any drill pipe with him
when he left the well site, (R. 141.) and he doesn't
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know whether any drill pipe was left at the well site
other than that left in the pile which he watched. He
never counted the number of pieces in the pile Mr.
Covey asked him to watch. He thinks none of it was
taken because it was hard for anyone to get on and
off his farm without being observed. (R. 141 and 14:2.)
On redirect examination ~[r. Slaugh was asked
whether the pipe in the pipe rack was placed in the pile
of pipe by Mr. Chrisley, and :Mr. Slaugh answere(l,
"It was either placed in the pile or taken out
of the place. It wasn't left there.'' ( R. 142.)
Mr. Slaugh did not observe the trucks of :Mr. Chri~
ley while they were there. (R. 142.) l.V1r. Chrisley '~
trucks were flatbeds. (R. 143.)
The respondent then recalled :Mr. Karren for que~
tion and rested. (R. 144).
Lynn S. Richards was called as a witness by the
appellant. (R. 145.) He testified that in September or
October of 1951 :Mr. Theron Covey called to say that
~[r. Johnson was coming to his office and he came on
three different occasion~, and on the fir~t of those visits
said he owned some pipe, and on the second visit an
attempt was made to come to a settlement of the matter. The Exhibit 2 is the note which he brought, and
Mr. Johnson never exhibited Exhibit D to him. ( R.
148-149). On cross examination Mr. Richards testified
that ~1r. Johnson brought the note in aftPr he had
asked Mr. Johnson for his proof of ownership. (R. 149).
The pipe had already been sold at the time !\1 r .•Johnson
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first contacted hirn, and on the first visit he told him
the pipe ·was sold. (R. 150). After examining the pront-_
issory note, Mr. Richards advised respondent that
the note did not evidence ownership of pipe and all
they could offer to pay him was the difference between
the pipe the Coveys owned and the amount they had
sold and that might be regarded as his. Thereafter
~Ir. Johnson employed counsel to represent him.
(R. 154).
On redirect examination Mr. Richards testified that
he examined the books of Baird and Robbins in his
office at one time, and that they showed an asset of
drill pipe. He believed it mentioned dollars and not
feet. (R. 155-156). This examination was prior to the
time they concluded the well had been abandoned.
(R. 156).
Frank K. Gilroy testified for the appellant that he
went with Stephen G. Covey to Oklahoma in 1949 to
purchase the pipe. ( R. 157-158). He testified that the
telephone conversation in which Theron Covey told
Mr. Johnson that if he ever had any pipe, it muHt
have gone down the hole, was in 1951 as it was after
the pipe had been sold. There had been no discussion
about the pipe until after it was sold. (R. 163).
The defendant rested, and the court permitted
amendment of the pleadings by both parties, (R. 163
and 164) and then announced his decision as follows:
"The Court finds in this case the plaintiff
advanced some money for the purchase of pipe,
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and at that time the transaction was a purchase
by the plaintiff through his agents, Baird and
Robbins Drilling Company, that the plaintiff was
the owner of the pipe, that later on the drillers,
Baird and Robbins, confused the plaintiff's pipe
and the Covey's pipe and failed and neglected to
identify and keep separate the Covey pipe from
th pipe purchased by the plaintiff.
"The Court finds that the plaintiff advised
the defendant in a meeting prior to the sale of
the pipe that he had a claim for 1,586 feet of
pipe, and that the defendant had knowledge of
the plaintiff's claim.
"The Court also finds that Mr. Theron
Covey had separated a little over 5,000 feet of
pipe, and someone took some pipe fom the premises. The best evidence is that Mr. Chrisley
removed it. The Court finds the total pipe supplied by the plaintiff, and the total pipe supplied
by the Coveys had been diminished hy breaking
in the piping and by loss in the well, so that there
wasn't a balance of the total amount furnished
upon the premises before any of it disappeared.
The Court further finds that Mr. Covey was not
guilty of any conversion, that he did not deliver
any pipe to Mr. Chrisley, nor convert it, but that
he did fail to stop Mr. Chrisley from removin~
portions of the confused pipe, of which he had a
75 per cent interest in conjunction with his
associates and the defendant in this action. 'rhe
Court further finds that Mr. Covey sold pipe
that the plaintiff had an interest in, and finds
that the plaintiff's interest in the pipe sold by
Mr. Covey amounts to 25.17 per cent. The Court
finds that the plaintiff should be charged with
the proportion of the expenses of care and sale
of the pipe which would be 25.17 per cent of
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$815.00, or figured in another way the sale price
of the pipe was $7,920.37 less $815.00 which
would leaYe $7,115.37.
MR. BIRD: $7,105.
THE COURT: $7,105.37. Of that amount
the plaintiff is entitled to a judgment for 25.17
per cent, together with his cost. Let judgment be
entered accordingly." (R. 164-165).
The appellant filed objections to the proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. (R. 171 and 172).
Upon stipulation of the parties, the Court on September 2, 1952, reopened the case for the purpose of
receiving the deposition of :Merton E. Baird, which was
to be considered in the making of a final decision in
the cause. (R. 175).
Merton E. Baird, in his deposition, gave the following testimony:
''He was a partner in the Baird and Robbins
Company which drilled a well on the Benjamin
Slaugh property. (Deposition 2).
There were some twist-offs in the drilling, but he
doesn't know when they occurred as that would be
shown on the drilling report. (D. 3). The well was
completed in July, 1949. (D. 4). Carlos Johnson bought
a certificate before April 14, 1949, which is the date
of Exhibit D, and he had that agreement prepared in
the office of Ruckenbrod and Allen. Either he or Mr.
Robbins talked to Carlos about the agreement or about
obtaining the pipe, and he doesn't recall whether it
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was Robbins or himself, or both together. (D. 6).
Exhibit D is the proposal which was discussed by him
and Mr. Robbins and Mr. Johnson, and they got
$2,500.00 from Mr. Johnson in a cashier's check. (D. 6-7).
They (Baird and Robbins) purchased the pipe from
Cobb and Stringer Drilling Company. The order was
possibly placed by himself. They have a representative
at Rangely, and the name Charles Thomason sounds
familiar. The contact was made through a third party,
and then he called Charley Thomason and was advised
that the pipe could be moved under terms which they
set up and which was handled by telephone. (D. 7).
His signature appears on Exhibit C, but he doesn't
recall the circumstances surrounding the preparation
of the document or arranging the terms contained in tt,
although he no doubt had something to do with it.
(D. 9-10). He recalls talking to Carlos that they needed
that amount of money to obtain this pipe, and showed
a fine attitude every time they went down there, but
he doesn't remember each phase of the transaction.
(D. 10). He remembers talking to Carlos, giving him
the option of taking a percentage and interest, the percentage being fixed at one per cent. (D. 10). It is only
reas·onable to assume that Exhibit C and D relate h>
pipe purchased with Carlos Johnson's money, and that
was the Cobb and Stringer pipe. (D. 11 ).
••But the only pipe we have anything to do
with that Carlos Johnson was associated with was
pipe that was delivered on the lease. There was
not two batches of pipe." (D. 12).
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There was never any bill of sale given to anyone that
he reme1nbers and has no recollection of any transaction
~th anybody concerning the pipe except the purchase
of it fron1 Cobb and Stringer. (D. 12). On cross examination ~Ir. Baird testified that the pipe was to stay
at the well, but
''As to establishment of ownership, or proprietor, I can't remember. I would assume it to
be Carlos' pipe, if that is the assumption.
Q. That is your understanding, it is.
A. Yes." (D. 13).
To this question and the preceding question objection
was made on the ground that the question as to ownership called for a conclusion. (D. 13).
There \Yas no mortgage on the pipe. Covey pipe
was Coveys' property, and no lien was ever placed
on the Johnson pipe,
"other than :Mr. Johnson, whatever lien he had."
(D. 13 and 14).
He doesn't remember any written report to the Coveys
concerning the amount of pipe lost in any twist-o:ffs.
(D. 15). No portion of Mr. Johnson's $2,500.00 was
ever returned, so far as he knows. (D. 19). He has
no recollection of the amount of pipe on the well site,
in addition to the pipe used to drill the well. (D. 21).
The deposition of the respondent was taken on
February 21, 1952, and duly published and made a
part of the record. (R. 63). Mr. Johnson testified
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therein that he obtained the $2,500.00 check (Exhibit
'' 1'' and ''A'') and delivered it to Merton Baird in
connection with an oral agreement which was later
reduced to writing as Exhibit "2" in the deposition
(Exhibit "C ") (Dep. 2 and 3) Johnson never contacted Cobb and Stringer concerning the pipe, doesn't
know whether a bill of sale was ever given by Cobb
and Stringer and he never asked them for one. (Dep. 4).
He has never had correspondence with anyone about
the pipe and has only talked to Theron Covey about
it twice, both times on the telephone and four or five
months apart. (Dep. 10).

The promissory note (Ex-

hibit "C ") ws given to him after the pipe had been
obtained. (Dep. 11).

STATEl\fENT OF POINTS RELIED ON
POINT 1.
IT WAS ERROR TO FIND AND HOLD THAT THE
COBB AND STRINGER PIPE BELONGED TO CARLOS
JOHNSON.
POINT 2.
THE COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO RECOGNIZE
THE DOCTRINE OF CONFUSION OF GOODS.
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ARGUMENT
POINT 1.
IT WAS ERROR TO FIND AND HOLD THAT THE
COBB AND STRINGER PIPE BELONGED TO CARLOS
JOHNSON.

The Cot:rt's Finding of Fact No. 1 was "'That
plaintiff advanced the sum of $2,500.00 for the purchase
of 1,586 feet of steel oil well drill pipe and through
his agents, Baird and Robbins Drilling Company, said
pipe was purchased from Cobb and Stringer Drilling
Company." (R. 168).
Two statements, divorced from the rest of the evidence, are all that support that Finding.
The respondent testified that on the day the
cashier's check was obtained and delivered to Baird,
Baird said "he would either buy the pipe off of me
or see that I got the pipe back." (R. 75).
And Baird, in his deposition said: "As to establishment of ownership, or proprietor, I can't remember.
I would assume it to be Carlos' pipe, if that is the
assumption." (Baird deposition, 13).
These isolated statements must be considered in
the light of all the testimony of these two witnesses.
In the first place, it is plain that the name of Carlos
Johnson was never conveyed to the seller of the pipe
and that title passed either to M. E. Baird or the BairdRobbins. The only possibilities for Johnson to have
owned the pipe are for Baird to have acted as Johnson's
agent or for Baird to have held title in trust for Johnson.
The cashier's check which Johnson delivered to
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M. E. Baird was payable directly to Cobb and Stringer
and did not have Johnson's name on it. (R. 48). The
matter was never discussed until one-half hour before
the check was obtained (R. 55), and there was an arrangement made partly written and partly oral connected with the purchase. (R. 49) When his couns~l
asked whether the agreement was in writing or there
was an oral agreement, Johnson replied: ''He gave
me a note for the pipe," (R. 49) and testified that ther~
was an "oral arrangement" also, but no place in the
record did he testify to what that oral arrangement
was except to identify Exhibit C as the document connected with this transaction. Johnson has no documents connected with the pipe purchase except that
the cancelled check was returned to the bank (R. 55)
and in response to the question on cross-examination:

"Q.

Did you have any document from Baird
and Robbins Drilling Company against
your owning the pipe, and they are holding it for you?"

Johnson testified that he had a note and that wus
the note in evidence, (Exhibit C). ( R. 56).
After the plaintiff rested (R. 66) and a motion to
dismiss was made, Johnson was recalled to the stand
and testified more fully as to his conversation with Mr.
Baird, but all he added to the oral agreement was
the statement by Baird that if Johnson would buy the
pipe, Baird would see he got his money back, to whi<'h
Johnson said :
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''If you agree I get the money back, I will
buy it for you.''
And then testified that he gave him a cashier's check
made out ··to the people he was going to get tlie pipe
from.'' (R. i:.?.) Then he testified that the only other
conversations with Baird about the pipe were when he
asked for a note in reg·ard to the pipe, and at the time
the note was prepared Johnson testified that Baird
replied:
•'Yes, I asked him about my protection on the
pipe, and he said, 'Yes, fix Carl up with that note
before Coveys get their hands on the pipe.' " (R.
73).
It is plain from these conversations that Johnson didn't
own the pipe and it was never intended that he should
own the pipe and all he was interested in was getting
his money back, in support of which the note was given
which referred to holding the pipe on the premises
but was actually neither a chattel mortgage nor a bill of
of sale. If Johnson owned the pipe there would be
no way for the Covey's to "get their hands on that
pipe.' 'This statement shows plainly that Baird owned
the pipe and wanted to take some step which would
give Johnson a security interest, and this conversation
was on or about June 1, 1949.

It is interesting to note that Johnson was so little
interested in the pipe that he didn't even know what
the pipe was. In his deposition at pages 11 and 12 he
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testified that the note was given after the pipe was
obtained, that he never had seen the pipe, that he
didn't know the size or appearance or length of the
pipe, but assumed that it was 7-inch pipe and got a
price of $3,965 on its value from Mike Dugan, (the
amount sued for in the original complaint). (R. 1 and 2).
A. Baird did not act as Johnson's agent.
Johnson testified that the pipe was purchased on
oral agreement and there is no evidence of ·what that
oral agreement was unless it is contained in Exhibit
C. It was not discussed until the day the check wa~
turned over to Baird (R. 55) and Johnson's concern
was that he get his money back. Johnson said he
couldn't afford to buy it and Baird said: '• You buy
the drill pipe. I will see yon get it back." (R. 7:2)
antl "it" obviously meant the purchase price of
$2,500.00, as Johnson replied : ''If you will agree I
get the money back, I will buy it for you." (R. 72).
The question between Baird and Johnson was how
best to secure Johnson for the purchase price of the pipe.
Exhibit D was first offered to Johnson (R. 75) and
three weeks later he took the note (Exhibit C) instead
of the certificate. The certificate (Exhibit D) acknowledged the $2,500 and gave Johnson an option to take
a 1 per cent working interest in the well or to have
repayment of the money out of dry hole commitment:-;,
the option to be exercised within 60 days after completion of the well.
rrhe promissory note (Exhibit C) was dated June I
and called for payment of $2,800 and then:
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••It i8 furtJ!er agreed by Baird and Robbins
Drilling Company, Inc., that the said 1,586 feet
of drill pipe will ren1ain on the Benjamin Slaugh
lease and with the drilling unit, located in Vernal,
Utah, until the total amount of loan is paid
rn full."
This agreement 18 not ambiguous and required
no testin1ony of an oral agreement to make it plain.
Baird and Robbins owned the pipe and Johnson loaned
the money with which it was bought. In fact, Johnson
testified that Exhibit C en1bodied the oral agreement.
(Johnson deposition p. 3).
The court found an agency to exist without any
evidence to support it. Nowhere did Johnson or Baird
testify that the pipe was purchased for Johnson or a~
agent for Johnson or that Johnson owned the pipe
which was purchased. The court apparently wanted
to help Johnson and concluded that the best help was
by finding a principal and agency relationship.
''The existence of the relation will not be assumed.''
2 C. J. S. (Agency) 1046.
The implication of agency "must arise from a
natural and reasonable, and not from a forced, strained,
or distorted, construction'' of the surrounding facts.
2 c. J. s. 1046.
And again at the same page:
''But where such general intention to create
an agency does not appear, the relation will not
be created, although there exist some elements of
agency.''
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A reading of thG- testimony of Johnson and Baird
In this case ·will convince the court that there was no
intention to create an agency and no intention that
Johnson owned the pipe. His only concern was to get
his money back, which is directly inconsistent with
ownership of the pipe and with the promissory note,
(Exhibit C).
B. Baird did not hold the pipe in trust for Johnson.
The promissory note (Exhibit C) again is a bar to
the position taken by the trial judge.
This was a necessary legal result because Baird
didn't buy the pipe in the beginning. The letter included in Exhibit D refers to a "rental period" for the
pipe with rental payments of 1Y2 ¢ per foot per day
to apply on purchase price if the pipe is purchased or
lost in the well. This basis of acquisition precludes
passage of title to Johnson at that time in trust and no
later events a:r:e claimed to have had that effect.
Baird remembered very little but did "assume it
to be Carlos' pipe", (Dep. 13) which was not admissible
and was objected to. Baird also said then' were no
liens against the pipe "other than Mr. Johnson, whatever lien he had,'' whieh loose statement denies that
Johnson owned it.
The respondent has attempted to manufacture a
legal right inconsistent with the transaction he and
Baird entered into. He could have purchased pipe but
didn't-he loaned money to Baird and when the well
was abandoned he decided he should have owned the
pipP and attempted to deny the plain written agreement.
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POINT 2.
THE COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO RECOGNIZE
THE DOCTRINE OF CONFUSION OF GOODS.

It n1ust be assumed on all of the evidenee that the
drill pipe purchased from Cobb and Stringer and the
drill pipe purchased by the Coveys was similar, indistingl1ishable, and intermixed by Baird and Robbins
without the eonsent of the Coveys. This being true,
when :Jir. CoYey went to the well site to segregate his
share of he pipe there was intermixed pipe of at least
3,88:2 feet in the rig, and four to eight lengths unused
( R. 35) and some which had been discarded ( R. 44)
together with four pieces lying under the rack and
used to support it (R. 136) and one piece used to water
horses. (R. 44). This means there must have been at
least 5,882 plus 180 (6,062) feet of good pipe and an
additional 150 feet of discarded pipe of the total of
6,600 feet which had been put on the well site and that
of the total the Coveys owned at leased 6200 less 1,586,
or 4,614 feet, and either Johnson or Baird and Robbins
owned not over 1,586 feet. It must be assumed that
the segregation by Theron Covey did not include any
of the damaged pipe and the Covey's share of good pipe
was, therefore, proportionate, or 4,614 to 1,586 which
is 74.4 per cent to 25.6 per cent. It follows that when
Mr. Covey segregated 5,286 feet he did not include
less than 4,510 feet of his own good pipe, (74.4 per cent
of 6,062 feet), and 776 feet of the Johnson or Baird
pipe (6,062 less 4,510). This should be the ratio
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1n which the proceeds of the segregated pipe should
be divided, namely, ~~~ or 85.3 per cent to S. ~I.
Covey and 14.7 per cent to either Baird or Johnson.
The balance of the Baird or Johnson good pipe (776
feet) and all of the discarded pipe (150 feet) disappeared.
It must be assumed that the two owners of pipe
shared equally and indistinguishably in both the good
pipe and the damaged pipe which was at the well site.
It is true that Baird had an obligation to replenish
the Covey pipe but the court has apparently held that
Baird also had an obligation to keep the Johnson pipP
intact so that there was a total shrinkage or loss which
must be shared by both owners in proportion to their
original contributions.
Either owner had the right to demand of Baird
and Robbins his share of pipe and to receive from
Baird and Robbins his proper share and had that
demand been refused, each had the right to commence
a suit for replevin of his proportionate part. Theron
Covey did that which he had a right to do, except that
he unwittingly took more than his proportionate share
and inasmuch as neither Baird nor Johnson did anything to protect their pipe they are fortunate to have
the benefit of the surplus which Theron Covey segrP.gated when he intended to segregate only the Covey pipe.
The real question is whether an owner of confused
or intermingled goods of equal value and indistinguishable each piece from any other has the right to take
his own proportionate share and hold it free of th2
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elain1 of the other O\vner or owners. The authorities
hold that thi~ is the right of such an owner.
In Page us. Junes, 2G N. 1\L 195, 190 P. 541, 10
A. L. R. 761, it was held that where a person ran
the sheep of seYeral O\VlWrs under contract and intermingled the sheep, putting· his own earmark on all
of them, there wa:;; a confusion of goods of equal value
indistinguishable one fron1 the other. It was hld that
\Yhere the size of the herd shrank considerably because
of the drought each owner's share was proportionately
reduced and each owner had the right to maintain
replevin for his aliquot part of the entire mass, citing
Ruling Case Law and some other authority in support.
In Ra1nsey vs. Rodenburg, 72 Colo. 567, 212 P. 820,
it was held that mixture of the wheat of two owners
by an elevator company resulted in a confusion of
goods and that each of the owners had a right to maintain replevin for his aliquot share. In that case the
plaintiff stored 849 bushels and Rodenburg, 2,101. The
elevaor operator depleted the total whereupon the plaintiff brought replevin and levied upon 1,088 bushels,
leaving only 409 bushels in the elevator. On the same
day the intervener brought replevin against 409 and
intervened in the plaintiff's action claiming that plaintiff's right was only to an aliquot share. The court
held that either owner could claim an aliquot part of
the common mass and enforce his right by an action
in replevin. The plaintiff contended that because his
writ was levied first and he had taken into his possession his wheat he was entitled to retain his 849 and
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deliver over to intervener the difference between that
and the amount levied on. The court held that the
plaintiff was not entitled to retain all the wheat and
that the true share of each, reduced proportionately,
was determinable in the replevin suit brought by plaintiff.
This case also held that an owner has the right
to take his goods by consent of the holder or b~· replevin
and may take his aliquot part. It ·would follow that if
he takes more han his aliquot part, he must return such
excess to the other common owner. rrhe los~ in tl1,
Ramsey case preceded any division and therefore reduced the share of each in proportion. \Y e concede
here that the loss of pipe in the well reduced the Covey
share, and damage to pipe reduced the shares of both
proportionately. .As thus reduced, either party could
take his share by consent or by replevin.
In R. Fl. Blank & Son vs. Johnson Farm Equipment
Company, 341 Ill. Appeal 70, 93 N. E. 2d 132 at 134,
a manufacturer of wagon gears sold 40 to an equipment firm and some months later the equipment firm
notified the manufacturer that he gears wPrP not sati8fa(•tory and that they were held for the account of tlw
manufacturer. The court held that title thereby l'l'turned to the manufacturer. The manufaeturer demanded its 40 gears and being refused brought suit
for replevin and levied upon the 40 gear~. The defendant claimed that the gear~ were indistinguishable from
others and also that the manufacturer's gear~ had been
sold. In the suit hy the manufadnrer aH plaintiff, tht>
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court held that the gears were properly identified awl
replevied and also met the defendant's argument on
confusion of goods by saying:
•' ... If there was any confusion or intermingling
of these gears, it was done by the appellant, and
not by the appellee. The law seems to be well
settled that where there is intermingling of goods,
that the innocent party who has not contributed
to the intermingling, can maintain a writ of replevin to recover his proportionate share of the
intermingled goods. In Vol. 15, Corpus Juris
Seeundum, Confusion of Goods, Sec. 10, page
967, we find the following: 'Persons whose goods
have become commingled with those of others
may follow and reclaim their respective shares
and take possession of them wherever they can
find them if they can do so peaceably, or they
may bring actions for their proportionate shares
of the value thereof against the person in possession.'
''In Vol. 11, American Jurisprudence, Page
536, we find similar language: 'Where one confuses his own property with that of another under
circumstances which entitle each owner to an
aliquot part of the mass, the innocent owner cannot take the whole mass from the intermingler
without committing trespass; he should notify the
intermingler to make a division of it or take his
own property at his peril, taking care to leave
to the other as much as belongs to him. If the
person in possession withholds the entire mass,
replevin will, according to the general rule, lie
for the number or quantity owned by the plaintiff, to be taken out of the mass unless an injury
will result from the division.' ''
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In Dalton vs. Bilbo, 126 Okla 139, 258 P. 274, it was
held that the rule of confusion applies to second hand
drill pipe which has been intermixed and which has no
distinguishing marks upon it and also that replevin will
lie by any owner for his aliquot part. In Vest vs. Bond
Brothers, 137 Southern 392, 223 Ala. 552, it was held
that sawed lumber which has been intermingled an.J
which is indistinguishable becomes confused goods and
subject to the applicable rule and also holds: .
"In such case, it is the legal right of the
party whose goods have been so intermingled by
another to peaceably take possession and segregate his aliquot portion. Sims vs. Glazener, 14
Ala. 695, 48 A. M. Dec. 120.
"It results that he may maintain detinue and
recover a quantity of the homogeneous mixture
equal to his portion. 5 R. C. L. page 1056, Sec.
10; 12 C. J. page 498, Section 14 * * * note to
101 Am. St. Rep. 924."
~1r.

Covey acted within his rights in going to the
well site as the rig was being taken down and carried
away and caring for the Covey pipe. He should not
be penalized because he inadvertently segregated some
extra pipe, and since he neither sold the extra pipe
nor authorized Chrisley to haul it away he cannot be
held responsible for the loss of beneficial use of the
other pipe. Under the authorities he had a right to recognize the diminution of the Covey share of the pipe
and to take possession of that share. He did this and
also took care of some of the pipe belonging to either
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Baird and Robbins or to Johnson. For this he should
be thanked and not criticized. It is unfortunate that
neither Baird nor Johnson ·was on the job and that
between them they did not conclude to hold all of the
pipe for sale.
The l'nllaey 1n the trial court's reasoning of the
problem lies in con1pelling Covey to share the ultimate
loss of pipe with Baird or Johnson. The cases do not go
this far. At the time of the segregation there had been
a loss which Covey was con1pelled to assume in part
and share in part. This he was willing to do. He was
not responsible for loss of the other party's share
after the segregation and this is precisely what the
judgment of the trial court compelled him to do. The
court in its oral decision stated:
"The Court further finds that Mr. Covey
was not guilty of any conversion, that he did not
deliver any pipe to Crisley, nor convert it, but
that he did fail to stop Mr. Crisley from removing portions of the confused pipe, of which he had
a 75 per cent interest in conjunction with his
associates and the defendant in this action.''
This ignores the doctrine of confusion of goods
which recognizes each part as similar and recognizes the
right of any common owner to take his proper number
of units, by replevin if necessary, and thereby surrender
any proportionate interest in the part which remains.
When Covey segregated all of his own share of pipe,
he transferred 100 per cent of his interest to the seg-
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regated share and had no interest whatever in the remaining share. The holding of the court was that
Covey had a 75 per cent interest in each piece of pipe
and was powerless to concentrate his interest in certain
pieces and must follow each piece to its ultimate use
or loss.
The Court ignored also the right of Baird or Johnson to dispose of their share of the pipe to Chrisley.
Despite the court's holding that appellant was charged
with notice from the October, 1949 meeting that Johnson claimed some of the pipe, Theron Covey did not
know of his claim. And even if he had known it would
have made no difference. 'Vhoever owned the balance
of the pipe was perfectly free to sell to Chrisley or to
abandon the pipe. The appellant had no duty to protect Baird or Johnson and had no duty to spend his
money having Chrisley remove the additional pipe without knowing that the owner desired it and would pay
for it.
The doctrine of confusion of goods supports appellant in segregating his share and protects him against
loss to his share thereafter.
CONCLUSION
M. E. Baird needed drill pipe and persuaded respondent to put up money for it. Baird offered a further interest in the well to respondent who preferred
to have his money returned to him. He took the company's note for repayment of the loan of $2,500. Baird
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was not his agent but his borro\n'r. Baird rented tltt•
pipe with an option to buy and the pipe in the beginning·
belonged to Cobb and Sringer and there is no evidence
in this record that title passed to either Baird and
Robbins or Johnson. Respondent owned no pipe and
has no cause of action.
And even if the Court holds that the pipe was
Johnson's, the judgment is erroneous. Because of the
doctrine of confusion of goods after commingling there
was a common interest in the pipe. 6,062 feet of shared
pipe was on the well site with at least 150 feet of discarded pipe. 4,510 feet of pipe belonged to Covey, or
85.3 per ~ent of the total sold. The proceeds of $7,920.37
must be reduced by $815.00 of expenses. The difference,
or $7,105.37, should be divided 85.3 per cent, or $6,060.88,
to appellant and 14.7 per cent, or $1,044.49, to respondent. The Court could thus reduce the judgment without trial, but the action should be dismissed entirely
because Johnson owned no pipe.
Respectfully submitted,

RICHARDS AND BIRD
.Attarneys for Appellant
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